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WHAT IS ZIONISM?
Even though
Zionism sounds like
an ancient biblical
expression, it is a
fairly modern Jewish
political movement
for Jews only. It is
very racist. The Jews
not oly have a distinct
religion, but are a race. It was founded in 1896 by
Jewish rabbi Theodor Herzl. He organized a
meeting of the richest men in world, who all
happened to be Jews, at the Stadt Casino in Basle,
Switzerland. The purpose of this get-to-together
was to organize a Jewish Country, aka, a State,
because the White monarchs, when the Jews
became too dominent, were always kicking the
Jews out of their country. This meeting was
known as the First World Jewish Council. This
Council of the richest men in the world
subsequently meets every year.
The major platform of the First World Jewish
Council was how to settle the present country of
Israel, which at that time was called Palestine,
with a mass settlement of Jews. A mass
settlement of Jews in this part of the world did not
occur until just prior to World War II. Several

historians believe World War II started in 1933
when this World Jewish Council declared war on
Germany with a massive embargo and boycott.
This in turn was a result of the Germans
prohibiting any Jew to be employed as a
professional in education or government. This
turn of events resulted in an agreement between
the Germans and the Zionist referred to as the
Transfer Agreement.[1]
This Agreement
solidified the mass exodus of Jews to Palestine,
now referred to as Israel.
This agreement is additional proof that the so
called 6,000,000 Jews that have been
propagandized as being cooked in the ovens in
Germany was and is a hoax, because of the
Transfer Agreement all the Jews got the hell out of
Germany and Europe. If you were a Jew would
you stick around to do business with the Third
Reich? In the 1970’s I can remember the Jew
meat traders at Hunt’s Point in New York showing
me their numbered tattoo supposedly injected in
them at a German concentration camp. I
questioned the authenticity of their allegation. If
the Germans sent you to a concentration camp to
be gassed, how did you escape to America with a
tattoo and all?
Zionism has become an important political

force within the Jewish community. The proof is
the United States or Washington DC has helped
Jewish Israel continue its expansionist policies at
the expense of the Palestinians, Mid-Eastern
Arabs, and increasing our monetary deficit.
American foreign policy has become captive to
the most extreme elements within Israel and their
Zionist supporters in the United States. This is
why I refer to the United States government as
ZOG (Zionist Occupied Government). Some of
my friends in patriotic movement actually coined
the word ZOG. It adequately describes the sad
state of affairs in Washington, D.C..
“I’ve never seen a President . . . I don’t care
who he is . . . stand up to the Jews . . . They always
get what they want. The Israelis know what is
going on all the time. I got to the point where I
wouldn’t write anything down. If the American
people understood what a grip these people have
got on our government, they would rise up in
arms.” Admiral Thomas Moorer, former
Chairman of the US Joint Chiefs of Staff, quoted
by David Duke in My Awakening, Free Speech
Press, 2000. Obtain this book from the Stampede
for $15.
Rudy Butch Stanko
[1] The Untold Story of the Pact Between the
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Faith Livestock

55 years in the livestock business and three generations

Commission Company

Est. 1960

P.O. Box 397, 127 N. 5th Ave. W
Faith, SD 57626
Office: 605-967-2200
Fax: 605-967-2203 www.FaithLivestock.com
Monday, November 30 Special bred cow & heifer sale 10:00am
Expecting 6-700 or more at sale time
(Also featuring the Wilken Ranch 2-yr-old Angus bull sale, 1:00pm)
Monday, December 7 Special calf & yearling sale
Monday, December 14 Bred cow & heifer sale

ZIONIST JEWS OWN AND RUN THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK
THAT THE US GOVERNMENT CONTINUALLY BORROWS FROM . . . AND IS IN DEBT TO
The JEWS CONTROL THE
MONEY IN AMERICA. Period.
End of story.
Zionist Jews own and run the
Federal Reserve Bank that the US
government continually borrows
from...and is in debt to.
Napoleon said: When a
government is dependent for money
upon the bankers, they and not the
government leaders control the
nation. This is because the hand that

The
Stampede
www.TheStampedeNews.com
A newspaper dedicated to:
Your Business Your Town
Your State Your Nation
Publisher: Rudy “Butch” Stanko
216 N. Main Street
P.O. Box 333
Gordon, NE 69343
Subscription rates
$20 for six months; $30 per year
Email news tips, letters to editor
comments, questions, and
news and advertising inquiries to:
E@TheStampedeNews.com
or CommonLawRudy1@gmail.com
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Call 308-282-0155
or 308-360-2127

from Anonymous - www.rense.com/general85/feddrec.htm
Federal Reserve Bank. The largest shareholders of the
Federal Reserve Bank are the Rothschilds of London
holding 57% of the stock which is not available for
public trading.
On May 23 1933, Congressman Louis T. McFadden
Janet L.
Donald L.
Ben Shalom
Alan
brought
impeachment charges against the members of
Yellen
Kohn
Bernanke
Greenspan
the Federal Reserve Bank. A smear campaign against
gives is above the hand that takes. Financiers are without
McFadden ensued and he was poisoned 3 years later.
patriotism and without decency.
ZIONIST JEWS RUN THE BOARD OF
The Federal Reserve Bank is a consortium of 9
GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK
Zionist Jewish-owned & associated banks with the
Here are the Jews that control the government of
Rothschilds at the head:
America:
$1. Rothschild Banks of London and Berlin.
1) Janet L.Yellen: Chairman of the Board of Governors
$2. Lazard Brothers Banks of Paris.
of Federal Reserve. Term ends 2018.
$3. Israel Moses Seif Banks of Italy.
2) Stanley Fischer: Vice Chairman of the Board of
$4. Warburg Bank of Hamburg andAmsterdam.
Governors. Former Governor of the Bank of Israel
$5. Lehman Brothers of NY.
(2005-2013). Term ends 2020.
$6. Kuhn, Loeb Bank of NY (Now Shearson American
3) Ben Shalom Bernanke: Former Chairman of the
Express).
Board of Governors of Federa
$7. Goldman, Sachs of NY.
4) Donald L. Kohn: Former Vice Chairman of the
$8. National Bank of Commerce NY/Morgan Guaranty
Board of Governors of Federal Reserve.
Trust (J. P. Morgan Bank - Equitable Life - Levi P.
5) Randall S. Kroszner: Former Member of Board of
Morton are principal shareholders).
Governors of Federal Reserve.
$9. Hanover Trust of NY (William and David
6) Frederic S. Mishkin: Former Member of Board of
Rockefeller & Chase National Bank NY are principal
Governors of Federal Reserve.
shareholders).
7) Alan Greenspan: Former Chairman of Board of
TIME LINE OF THE JEW-OWNED
Governors. Advisor to Board of Governors of Federal
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK
Reserve.
1791-1811: Rothschilds' First Bank of the United States.
HOW THE FEDERAL
1816-1836: Rothschilds' Second Bank of the United
RESERVE BANK WORKS
States.
ZIONIST BANKERS PRINT MONEY at heavily1837-1862: Free Banking Era - no formal Central Bank
armed & guarded Federal Reserve Bank buildings
through the efforts of PresidentAndrew Jackson.
throughout the US. Then these Jewish bankers of the
1862-1913: System of National Banks through the
Federal Reserve Bank *lend* the money to the US
efforts of PresidentAndrew Jackson.
government at *interest.*
1913-Current: Federal Reserve Act effects a consortium
Since the Federal Reserve Bank is privately owned,
of privately held Jewish & associated banks called the
Continued on page 7 MONEY

THE ESSENCE OF COMMON LAW

A reader objects

I disagree with your position that I am subject to the

would be you and them against the accused (you+them=13

prior conclusions. Those conclusions are a valuable guide to

against 1).

use to arrive at our own conclusions.

common law - what exactly is the common law?? And who

They, not having been present at the time of the crime,

In true common law, there are no obligatory rules or

says so?? And, as I am Sovereign, who gets to decide that I

being fair minded, demand that you justify your request

precedents. A common law court (a court of record) has

am subject to it??

(provide the rule and prove your facts).

unlimited jurisdiction and is independent of government.

Upon the revolution everything from England was

You make your presentation, and the accused makes his

nullified - including the common law of England!! As an

counter-presentation. After the presentations (the trial) the

explanation,

jury retires to cogitate over two questions.

that

which

is

commonly

known

as

"international law" is, in reality nothing but "custom and

All external factors are, at best, advisory, not obligatory.
The founding fathers understood all that. At his 1801
inaugural Thomas Jefferson said, "Sometimes it is said that

The first question: Is the rule valid? If, in the opinion of

man cannot be trusted with the government of himself. Can

the jury your rule is not valid (jury nullification), then they

he, then, be trusted with the government of others? Or have

Reasonable Sovereigns of equal authority and power do

will refuse to join you (a not-guilty verdict). But, if they, in

we found angels in the form of kings to govern him? Let

not want to go to war - so they are careful about how they

their independent sovereign judgment agree with your rule,

history answer this question." And he wrote, "I know no safe

relate to their Sovereign equals - this develops into "custom

then they move on to the second question.

depository of the ultimate powers of the society but the

practice" -

and practice" which, when "violated" could result in a

The second question: Did the actions of the accused

confrontation and even war - that is what "excuse me" is

violate the rule. If, in the opinion of the jury he did not, then

enough

used to repair.

they will refuse to join you (a not-guilty verdict). But, if

discretion, the remedy is not to take it from them, but to

they, in their independent sovereign judgment agree that

inform their discretion." [Letter, September 28, 1820.]

There is no proper way that I can be held to some
previously

contrived

"common

law"

that

I

had

no

participation in establishing and no choice as to my respect
thereof or adherence thereto!!

We respond

your rule was violated, then they will join you (a guilty
the

to

The
common

verdict).
If

people themselves: and if we think them not enlightened

jury's

decision is

split,

the

issue

remains

unresolved, and a new trial may be needed with a new jury.

exercise

their

self-correcting
law

were

control

with

temporary

preferable

to

a

wholesome

imperfections
the

of

entrenched

imperfections of legislated written laws. That is why they
chose the common law as the law superior to statutes and all

"Custom and usage since time immemorial" is generally

If the jury's decision is unanimous, whether "guilty" or

other forms law. They expressed that choice through the

what is behind the definition of common law. There is no

"not guilty", the question is decided, and you now have 13

Constitution's 7th Amendment which essentially says that

singular source of the common law as one would expect

vs. 1. Depending on the verdict, the "1" would be either the

no court may second-guess (review) a decision of a jury.

with statutes made by a legislature.

accuser or the accused.

Having said that, consider also that law follows physical
power.
Let's pretend that you reset your brain almost to zero--

Also, notice that, although the common law is outside of

Whoever lost the case would be foolish to do physical

the Constitution, the Constitution authorizes the USA to

battle against 13 opponents. Thus, through this process, we

support the common law with its judicial power. See Article

bring peace to the realm.

III, Section 2-1.

you have no knowledge but your natural knowledge of good

An accuser always has jurisdiction to accuse. The

A statutory or constitutional court (whether it be an

and evil, your natural intelligence, and a language with

accused always has jurisdiction to defend. And, either one

appellate or supreme court) may not second guess the

which to communicate with others. You are in your

may grant jurisdiction to a jury to intervene.

judgment of a common law court of record. The Supreme

sovereign capacity, accountable to no higher authority, but

That is the bare essence of the common law.

Court of the USA acknowledges the common law as

acknowledging the sovereignty of others and that you may

Anything more than that is an attempt to "improve" the

supreme: The judgment of a court of record whose

process. However, so-called "improvements" often are

jurisdiction is final, is as conclusive on all the world as the

imperfect.

judgment of this court would be. It is as conclusive on this

not diminish the sovereignty of others. You are at peace.
Along comes another being like you who causes you
pain for which you want fair compensation.

Although there is no singular authoritative source of

court as it is on other courts. It puts an end to inquiry

At this point you have a choice: you can do immediate

common law, much has been written over the past thousand

concerning the fact, by deciding it." Ex parte Watkins, 3

battle, or you can round up other like beings (we suggest 12

years. Many have come to respect the thoughts and opinions

Pet.,

of them, a jury) and ask them to join you in battle. If you can

of those who preceded them. Having respect does not mean

BUSTAMONTE, 412 U.S. 218, 255 (1973)]

get all of them to agree that you have a just cause, then it

to quit thinking. Education is the process of learning about

at

202-203.

[cited

by

SCHNECKLOTH

v.
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HISTORYIS WRITTEN BY THE VICTOR
THE BARNES REVIEW brings yu the
rest of the story without propaganda
Subscribe now.
The Barnes Review
PO Box 15877
Washington, D.C. 20003
www.BarnesReview..com

WELDERS!
FENCE FIXERS!
HELPERS!
YOU NAME IT!
NEBRASKA BEEF NEEDS YOU.
CALL BUTCH AT 308-360-2127
GORDON, NEBRASKA

Ween Calves On
20% Protein Natural High Attitude
Western Alfalfa PELLETS
With minerals and vitamins added
Bulk truck loads for $280 ton or for
50% of the price of cake
call Butch 308-360-2127 or
Terry 308-360-2109

Commercial
Advertising
salesman
wanted
Apply at
The Stampede
308-282-0155
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Blending traditional marketing with modern technology.

P.O. BOX 290 ST. ONGE, SD 57779

PHONES: 1-800-249-1995

605-642-2200

Doing business on
our word and a handshake!

FAX 605-642-7628

Our Internet Address: www.StOngeLivestock.com EMAIL: StOnge@rushmore.com

We appreciate your business. Call anyone of us anytime if you have stock to sell. We are glad to come to your ranch.
Justin Tupper - Cattle Yards Manager
605-680-0259

605-722-63223

Doug Dietterle - Auctioneer

Tim Tetrault - Fieldman: 605-642-9792

605-641-0328

Jess Cline - Fieldman: 307-751-8143

Ron Frame - Fieldman: 307-896-6397

605-641-0229

Ray Pepin - Fieldman: 605-892-5072

605-788-2963

Dave Brence - Yard Foreman 605-641-1173

Randy Searer - Auctioneer
406-480-1974

Brooke Tupper - Office Mgr. 605-642-2200

Tyler Escott - Fieldman: 406-853-5690

Dustin Vining - Fieldman: 605-354-9966

ST. ONGE LIVESTOCK Now Broadcasts our Sales live on the Internet at WWW.CATTLEUSA.COM
CATTLE SALES EVERY FRIDAY

SHEEP SALES EVERY THURSDAY

Sat., DECEMBER - 5TH PYRAMID BEEF BULL SALE

NOVEMBER 26TH  NO SALE  HAPPY THANKSGIVING!

Selling 120 Coming 2 yr oldAngus and Hereford Bulls

DECEMBER 3RD  FEEDER LAMB SPECIAL - Selling All Classes of Sheep & Goats

DECEMBER 11TH - SPRING CALF SPECIAL - Selling All Classes of Cattle

DECEMBER 10TH  NO SALE

DECEMBER 18TH - SPRING CALF SPECIAL - Selling All Classes of Cattle

DECEMBER 17TH  FEEDER LAMB SPECIAL - Selling All Classes of Sheep & Goats

DECEMBER 19TH - BRED COW SPECIAL - LAST SALE OF 2015

LAST SALE OF 2015

Superior Livestock Auction

Receiving Stations
Hayden Yards, Gillette, WY, every Thurs. till 2:00pm

We are representatives for

Randy Hayden, 30-660-1100 or Justin Tupper, 605-680-0259
Broadus Yards, Broadus, MT, every Thurs. 2pm to 5pm
Tyler Escott, 406-421-5579 or Justin Tupper, 605-680-0259

IT’S THE JEWS TURN TO
SCALP THE WHITE COWBOY

SUPERIOR LIVESTOCK AUCTION
Contact Us For Your Video Marketing Needs

recently I could not get a load of cows killed and had to get

strong as I could.

an appointment. The only other Jew packer had a discount

78,147.22 at Martin; $47,782.95 at Gordon.

I spent $155,336.85 at Crawford;

of $100 a head for immediate kill.

legend Mark Peiper blew into Gordon and smoked-out

Red Angus

The Indians used to do it, now it is the Jews turn. No

It seems the only thing our representatives in R-Calf and

American Foods and the Knox County Feeder buyer for

thanks to R-Calf and the Beef Check-off Tax, the Jewish

the Beef Check-off want to do is dress-up in shirt and ties

cows. Almost every cow that could walk into the Gordon

Packers are scalping the Whiteman. Cattle prices are at a

and eat prime rib dinners on our Beef Check-Off Tax

ring brought 75¢. According to the USDA reporter out of

ten (10) year low (see graph A), while cow and bull

dollars. They have us by the hair on our head, and the only

Torrington, it still looks like Martin and highway 20 is the

slaughter is lower than it was 5 years ago (see graph B).

thing they seem to

place to sell weigh-ups. When a local cowman, like Peiper,

This only means there is a lack of kill capacity, and the two

get done is have banquets.

can blow-out the number one cow killer in America,

Jew killing Packers are scalping the Whiteman to death.
They used to kill more and get better beef prices.

A
4

Just

This week Crawford, Martin, and Gordon each had
several hundred head of weigh-ups.

American Foods, you know the market is tops.

I kept the market as

B

Rudy Butch Stanko

www.martinlivestock.com/

MARTIN LIVESTOCK AUCTION
SALE SCHEDULE
MONDAY, NOV. 30 - SPECIAL WEIGH UP SALE 11:00 a.m., mt

Located on Highway 18 in south-central South Dakota,
and established in 1954.
Martin Livestock sells quality Western South Dakota
and Western Nebraska livestock to
customers throughout the Midwest.
Martin Livestock also has a full-service restaurant in the salebarn.

MONDAY, DEC. 7 - SPECIAL BRED COW,
HFR & WEIGH UP SALE
MONDAY, DEC. 14 - SPECIAL ALL CLASSES OF CATTLE SALE
This will be the last Sale for 2015.
The first Sale for 2016 will be
MONDAY, JAN. 4.
MONDAY, Jan. 11 - Special feeder cattle sale
Give us a call 605-685-6716 and we will be happy to visit with you
about your marketing needs.
Special Monday Cattle Sales Live on www.cattleusa.com
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MONEY continued from page 2

the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (and all the others) is listed in Dun &
Bradstreet. But according to Article I, Section 8 of the U. S. Constitution,
only Congress has the right to issue money and regulate its value.
Thus it is *illegal* for private interests to issue US money. But because
influential Jews like Paul Warburg and Jacob Schiff bribed into enactment
the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, the stockholders of the Federal Reserve
Bank were to be kept a secret. Only recently have the Jewish stockholders of
the Federal Reserve Bank come to light.
International cooperation with the Jew-owned Federal Reserve Bank has
been intense to coordinate currency. In 1985, officials from the JP Morgan
Bank of NY met with the Credit Lyonnais Bank of France. They established
the European Currency Unit Banking Association (ECUBA) to get world
cooperation for a unified currency.
In October 1987, the Association for the Monetary Union of Europe
(AMUE), secretly met and recommended that the ECU (European Currency
Unit) replace existing national currencies and that all European Central
Banks be combined into one and issue the ECU as the official unified
currency. This occurred in 1999 with the issuing of the Euro.
The plan of the international Jewish banking cabal is to have only 3 central
banks in the world: The Federal Reserve Bank, the European Central Bank,
and the Central Bank of Japan. All of these banks are headed by the
Rothschilds.
And Next To Come Will Be The One World Government Run By AntiChristian Jews.
Read the source article from Real Jew News with links here.
http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=177
RelatedArticles
Pick-Pocketing the People: The ruling elite planned the global economic
downturn. They timed the implementation and orchestration while
controlling media coverage of it.
http://thomaspainereturns.blogspot.com/2009/03/pick-pocketing-people.html

The Takeover of America, Republic Becomes Oligarchy: America has
become an oligarchy (a government ruled by a powerful few) versus a
Republic (a government limited by law) as the banking and Wall Street
Masters of the Universe continue their tyranny.
http://blogs.salon.com/0002255/2009/03/23.html
P.S. Hey, we have to be slaves and not complain about it. Otherwise we'd
be "anti-Semitic." It's "anti-Semitic" to notice what's happening and who's in
charge, and it's "anti-Semitic" to complain about it. The FEMA camps will be
full of "anti-Semites" otherwise known as "terrorists."
###

Don & Mary
Vannata

Serving Only
Certified Angus Beef

Lunch: M-F, 11-2
Dinner: Th.-Sat., 5-9

You can be assured that Certified Angus Beef  is U.S. Beef

The Best Little Steakhouse in the West
119 N. Main St. Hay Springs, NE

308-638-4580

WINNER
Livestock Auction

Friday, December 4th
Special Calf, Yearling, Sheep, Goat, & Hay Sale

Sheep & Goats 9:00, Weigh-Ups 9:30, Hay 12:00, Feeders 1:00

Winner, South Dakota www.winnerlivestock.com
SALE BARN 605-842-0451 OR 1-800-201-0451

SALE EVERY FRIDAY

Special Calf & Yearling Sale
Weigh-Ups 9:00 Feeders 12:00
Saturday, December 12th
Raven Angus Influenced
Bred Cow, Hfr & Replacement Hfr Sale
Friday, December 11th

~ 2500 head

Special Bred Cow, Hfr & Hay Sale
Weigh Ups 9:00 Hay 12:00 Bred Cattle 1:00

Friday, December 18th

You may watch & bid online at www.cattleusa.com
Doing Business with Honesty and Integrity
FOR COMPLETE LISTINGS, PRICE REPORT & CONTACT INFORMATION
Check our website, DTN or give us a call.
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WE ARE CERTIFIED TO HANDLE NHTC CATTLE

THANK YOU BUYERS & SELLERS FOR YOUR BUSINESS!
WE CAN USE MORE LIVESTOCK FOR ALL OUR
UPCOMING SALES

Call
(308)360-2127
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Valentine
Livestock
Auction

Valentine
Livestock
Market

ValentineLivestock.net
1-800-682-4874
402-376-3611

126 N. Government, Valentine, Nebraska 69201

Check our website for the latest updates
Thursday, November 26, No Sale - Happy Thanksgiving!
Thursday,December 3, Special feeder sale
Monday, December 7, TK Angus Annual Production Sale
Thursday, December 10, Special Bred Female Sale
Monday, December 14, Regular Sale
Thursday, December 17, Special Feeder Sale
Thursday, December 24, No Sale

Casey Walton
Owner

308-282-2100, or
221 N. Main St.
800-383-2442
Gordon, NE 69343
Cell: 308-207-5709
Fax: 308-282-0709
Tires & Bulk Oil
Auto, Truck, & Tractor parts
HOURS:
WaltonCasey@hotmail.com
M-F
6:305:00
www.CARQUEST.com
SAT 6:30-12:00
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www.gordonlivestock.com

CATTLE SALES EVERY TUESDAY
HORSE SALES & BULL SALES AS ADVERTISED
SEE HORSE SALE LINK/BULL SALE LINK
VIEW SALES ONLINE: www.dvauction.com
DICK MINOR (308)360-0427 OWNER
OFFICE MANAGER: LINDA HEESACKER (308) 282-1171
FIELD REP: JUDD HOOS (308) 360-3556 - NICK CUMMINGS JR (605) 685-3658
YARD MANAGER: MARK FRANKLIN (308) 360-2252
HORSE SALES: LINK THOMPSON (308) 282-9998
UPCOMING SALES

NOVEMBER 26TH - HAPPY THANKSGIVING
DECEMBER 1ST - REGULAR CATTLE SALE
DECEMBER 8TH - REGULAR CATTLE SALE
SPECIAL FEEDER SALE
DECEMBER 15TH - REGULAR CATTLE SALE
Future
World Champion Auctioneer
SHAWN COMBS
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